
When you stay at the Park Hyatt, you are ensured of an experience that captures authentic Park Hyatt hospitality and is yet a unique reflection of the culture of Goa. 
From relaxing on the beach, shopping at a flea market or rejuvenating at the award-winning Sereno Spa, there are a host of exciting things to do and places to visit in Goa. 

You can spend your day basking by the swimming pool, while younger guests can enjoy an adventure at Camp Hyatt. Our Fitness Centre is available 24 hours a day while
our Yoga Programme is conducted every morning. Hone your culinary skills at our Cooking with Master Chefs’ class or take the intriguing Horticulture Tour with 
our resident expert.

An exquisite stay experience awaits you at Park Hyatt Goa Resort and Spa, one of the best beach resorts in Goa. Strategically located close to the airport, a pristine 
beach and 45 acres of landscaped gardens with glimmering waterways and lagoons form the beautiful backdrop at this South Goa beach resort. From spacious 
guestrooms with spa-inspired bathrooms to beautiful spaces for events and weddings, experience the impeccable attention to detail and personalised service that 
Park Hyatt has to offer.

Revel in a unique and luxurious spa experience at Sereno Spa. Here, ancient Ayurvedic and yogic healing traditions are infused with the revitalizing allure of the Arabian Sea. 
The award-winning Sereno Spa is a renowned health and wellness oasis that offers holistic treatments through a blend of customized therapies. Your visit promises to
be a transformational experience, integrating mystical traditions and philosophies of old world India with the contemporary spa principles of aromatherapy and energy healing.
 

HOTEL BASIC INFO

ACTIVITIES

This award Winning Luxury Beach Resort, nestled along the pristine Arossim Beach, just 15 minutes from Dabolim 
Airport, combines elegance with distinctive regional character.  

With its dramatic architecture, this beach resort was conceptualized as a charming Indo-Portuguese village housing 
250 pousada-style guestrooms and suites, that seamlessly blend understated elegance with regional charm and each 
offer a spa-inspired bathing experience and scenic views of the pool, the lagoon, the gardens or the Arabian sea. 
Relax in the unique spa-inspired sunken baths or enjoy the scenic view of shimmering lagoons, the pool or the sea 
from your private veranda or balcony.

Dine al fresco at some of the best restaurants in Goa. An exceptional dining experience awaits you at the 5 star 
restaurants here. Village Square is an al fresco dining area and offers a selection of elegant restaurants serving an 
array of cuisines. The signature restaurant Casa Sarita serves authentic Goan cuisine while Da Luigi showcases a 
selection of Italian fare. Enjoy the robust flavours of Indian food at Masala or celebrate a special occasion at the 
scenic beachside restaurant Palms. Whether it is breakfast, lunch, dinner or everything in between, experience the 
gracious service and passion for the culinary art.

You can also enjoy a historical excursion or guided tour of Old Goa or a visit to some of South Goa’s beautiful ancestral homes - including the immaculate churches, 
old village homes and historical forts dotted throughout the state.

For a truly special Goan getaway, tailor make your itinerary with Tamarind Global. True to the Park Hyatt brand, Park Hyatt Goa Resort and Spa epitomizes understated 
luxury and gracious service in an intimate sanctuary, offering guestsan experience that is distinctively inspiring.


